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Class 1-
1. Draw any one source of water on chart paper.
   2. Paste food items in scrap book

Class 2-
1. Draw any one source of water on chart paper.
   2. Paste food items in scrap book

**Computer**

Class 2 - Paste pictures of input device, output device and cpu. in computer copy. Learn lesson 1,2

Class 4
Paste pictures of input device. Output device and storage device in computer copy. Learn lesson 1,2

Class V
1. Different types of computers. Explain and paste pictures.
2. Paste pictures and explain input devices, output devices, storage devices in project copy

Class 3rd
1. Paste pictures of input devices, output devices, output devices, storage devices in project copy
2. Learn all work done in copy and book
3. Draw mouse and label the following right button, left button, scroll wheel, mousepad

Class 1st
1. Paste five machines which work on electricity.
2. Paste parts of computer in your computer copy